D DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL CIVIL LINES ALIGARH
SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2016-17
BLOOMING FLOWERS OF PREPARATORY
Dear Parents!
Warm Greetings!!

Summer Vacation is the best time of the year,
to shout, clap & cheer!
Summer vacation is a welcome break... we have planned most of the
activities to keep our children engaged and also help them in
channelizing their energies. Kindly help and guide your child in
completing the work and also in exploring their
creative self. Submit the given homework in a folder
with clearly mentioned name, class and section. It would
be wonderful if the children themselves decorate the
folders with their tiny hands.
Send drawings/craft item on Eid or Rainy season.
Use small size chart paper.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS! Have fun with your little one!
HOW INDEPENDENT CAN I BECOME?
 Buttoning and unbuttoning the shirt.
 Laying the table
 Folding mats and clothes
 Arranging my toy shelf
 Learning to wear shoes and socks.
 Learning how to zip my school bag and wear my uniform
GOOD MANNERS AND GOOD HABITS: are life long assets
and they should be practiced until they become habit. Revise
the four magical words- PLEASE, SORRY THANKYOU and
EXCUSE ME which we have learned as the part of the basics

of good manners. Make these four magical words a habit and
see the difference
HYGIENE
 Brush your teeth twice a day
 Trim your nails often
 Do not waste water and electricity
 Keep your surroundings and environment
clean.
ENGLISH:- “FUN WITH THUMBPRINT ALPHABET”
Hey friends! I know my body parts... now let’s do the alphabets drawing using
thumbprint

(Kindly follow the sample provided for thumbprint alphabets A-Z)
Material required:- coloured pastel sheets, fevicryl water colours,
sketch pen
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MATHS:-

Wow!!!!!! I know the numbers... now count
the numbers with me and paste /draw the
bindis next to the matching number

EVS:-

My Sense Organs

Draw the objects related to the sense organs

